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It is easily shown that two finite graphs share a common (possibly infinite) cover 
if and only if they have the same degree refinement. Angluin and Gardiner (J. 
Combin. Theory Ser. B 30 (1981), 184-187) show that any pair of regular graphs 
with identical valence share a commonJnite cover. More generally, they conjecture 
that any pair of graphs with the same degree refinement share a common finite 
cover. In this paper, their conjecture is verified and a method of constructing a 
finite common covering of any pair of graphs with the same degree refinement is 
defined. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The relationship between graphs and their coverings has been the subject 
of numerous papers in the recent literature. Angluin [ 11, Angluin and 
Gardiner [2], Dorfler [3], Farzan and Waller [4,5], Gardiner [6], Gross 
[7], Gross and Tucker [8] and Waller [lo], among others, have all recently 
addressed some aspect of this subject. Angluin, in particular, has provided 
motivation for continuing research in this area with her work on networks of 
processors [ 11. In fact, it was her research that led to the question of when 
two finite graphs share a common finite cover. Although it is easily shown 
that two finite graphs share a common (though possibly infinite) cover if and 
only if they have the same degree refinement [ 11, the question concerning the 
existence of common finite coverings had, curiously, not been previously 
posed. In [2], Angluin and Gardiner conjecture that two finite graphs share a 
common finite cover if and only if they have the same degree refinement. In 
support of their conjecture, they prove that two regular graphs share a 
common finite cover if and only if they have the same valence. In [ 11, 
Angluin verifies the conjecture for a second special class of graphs-those 
which have a degree refinement identical to that of K, with an edge deleted. 
In this paper, we prove the correctness of their conjecture for all graphs. 
In particular, we show how to construct a common finite cover of two 
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graphs which have the same degree refinement. As a consequence, we can 
conclude that two graphs have a common finite cover if and only if they 
have the same universal cover. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Given any graph r, we denote the vertex set of r by V(r) and the edge set 
by E(T). For the most part, we will be concerned with connected, undirected 
graphs which may or may not contain loops and multiple edges. Although 
we will consider both finite and infinite graphs, the symbols G, G’, and H 
will always denote finite graphs. 
We say that a graph r covers another graph G via a map y if : T-t G is 
(i) node, edge, and incidence preserving, 
(ii) onto, and 
(iii) locally one-to-one. 
By locally one-to-one, we mean a map such that for any node v E V(T), y 
maps the edges incident to v in r onto the edges incident to y(v) in G in a 
one-to-one fashion. For example, consider the graphs in Fig. 1. 
In the case when a node is incident to one or more loops, each loop is 
viewed locally as being to the node twice. For example, the graph 
2 1 
am b covers the graph 
3 0 
x 
5 
a 
b 
d c 
via y where 
-l(e) = y(f) = x y(5) = y(6) = 7 
y(b) = y(d) = y y(l) = y(3) = 8 
v(a) = y(c) = z y(2) = y(4) = 9 
FIGURE 1 
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via y, where y(a) = y@) = x and y(2) = y(3) = 1. Although we have chosen 
not to do so, note that it is also reasonable to view each loop as having only 
a single incidence to a node. (The latter interpretation would imply that the 
graph 
D covers the graph 00 *I 
All of the results proved in this paper are true independent of which inter- 
pretation is used. We have chosen ‘the prior interpretation in order to be 
consistent with the more general notion of a topological cover [9]. 
We define the degree of a node to be the number of edges incident to the 
node where the loop edges are each counted twice. As a corollary to the 
preceding remarks, we note that if r covers G via y and u is any node of r, 
then the degree of u in r is the same as the degree of y(u) in G. 
The universal couer U(G) of a graph G is the (possibly infinite) tree which 
covers G. Unless G itself is a tree (in which case U(G) is finite and 
U(G) 21 G), U(G) will be an infinite graph. The universal cover of G covers 
any graph which covers G and can be defined more precisely as follows: 
V(U(G)) = {o 1 cc) is a walk, starting at some fixed node u, 
that does not traverse the same edge 
in opposite directions twice in a row } 
E( U(G)) = {(w, , 02) 1 wi is a one-edge extension of o2 
or vice versa}. 
It is a simple exercise to show that U(G) is unique up to isomorphism and 
independent of the choice of the fixed node u. For example, the universal 
cover of any cubic graph (a graph in which every node has degree three) is 
the infinite cubic tree. 
The degree partition of a graph G is the partition of the nodes of G into 
the minimal number of blocks B,, B, ,..., B,-, for which there are constants 
rij such that for each i, j (0 < i, j < t) each node v in Bi is incident to rij 
edges linking u to nodes in Bj. (Note that tij is not necessarily the number of 
nodes in Bj to which each node in B, is adjacent. Also note that a loop 
incident to a node in B, is counted twice in the computation of r,,.) 
The degree re$nement of a graph is the t x t matrix R = (ril). It is easily 
seen that two nonisomorphic graphs may have the same degree refinement. 
For example, all cubic graphs have the trivial degree refinement R = (3). 
Two degree refinements R, and R, are considered to be the same if they are 
the same size and if there is a permutation matrix P such that R 1 = PTR,P. 
The permutation matrix P accounts for possible relabeling of the blocks of 
the degree partition. The degree partition and refinement can be easily 
calculated by means of the following procedure. 
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Step 1. Initially partition the nodes according to their degree (i.e., two 
nodes are placed in the same block if and only if they have the same degree). 
Step 2. Refine the partition so that two nodes remain in the same block 
if and only if they are locally indistinguishable with respect to the previous 
partition (i.e., two nodes u and v remain in the same block if and only if the 
number of edges which link u to a node in block j is the same as the number 
of edges which link u to a node in block j for each j.) 
Step 3. Repeat step 2 recursively until no further partitioning is 
indicated. The resulting partition will be the degree partition, from which the 
degree refinement can be quickly calculated. 
As an example, consider the action of the above procedure on the graph 
displayed in Fig. 2. 
In what follows, we summarize some of the useful facts about degree 
refinements and graph coverings. The proofs are straightforward and, for the 
most part, well known. For example, see [ 1, 91. 
FACT 1. The universal cover U(G) of a graph G is unique up to 
isomorphism and covers any graph which covers G. 
FACT 2. If I covers H via o and H covers G via y, then I covers G via 
YG* 
FACT 3. If I covers H via a, then I and H have the same degree 
refinement. In particular, o preserves the degree partition of I (i.e., tf 
B; ye.., B;- , is the degree partition of I and B, ,..., B,- I is the degree partition 
of H, then, up to relabeling, a(Bf ) = Bi for 0 < i < t). 
FACT 4. Two graphs with the same degree refinement have the same 
universal cover. 
degree refinement 
degree partition 
FIGURE 2 
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3. THE CONSTRUCTION 
We are now ready to prove our main result. 
THEOREM. Given any two finite, undirected, and connected graphs G and 
G’, the following are equivalent: 
(i) G and G’ share a common finite cover, 
(ii) G and G’ have the same universal cover, 
(iii) G and G’ share a common (possibly infinite) cover, 
(iv) G and G’ have the same degree refinement. 
Proof: The first three implications are trivial: (i) + (ii) follows from 
Facts 1 and 2, (ii) + (iii) is obvious, and (iii) + (iv) follows from Fact 3. The 
final implication (iv) --f (i) is substantially more difficult. 
Given two graphs G and G’ with the same degree refinement, we shall 
construct a finite graph H which will be shown to cover both G and G’. For 
the purposes of the construction, it is worthwhile to view each nonloop edge 
of G and G’ as two directed edges, one in each direction. Similarly, each 
loop is viewed as a pair of directed loops. We define the reverse function er 
for a directed edge e to be the directed edge which is the reverse of e. 
Let B, ,..., B,-, be the degree partition of G and Bh,..., B;-, be the degree 
partition of G’. Arrange the block labels so that they induce the same degree 
refinement R = (rij). A node v E V(G) is said to be type i if v E Bi. A 
directed edge e E E(G) is said to be type i-j if the tail of e is type i and the 
head is type j. Similar definitions are assumed for the nodes and edges of G’. 
Define n, to be the number of type i nodes in G and mij to be the number 
of type i -+ j edges in G. Let s = lcmi,j(m,,), ai = s/n[, and bij = s/mij for 
0 < i, j < t. (When mi, = 0, we simply assume that b, is undefined.) From the 
definition, it is clear that nirij = mij and that the values of ai and b, are 
always integers. It is also obvious that mij = mji and that b, = bji. More 
importantly, these facts imply that the values of ai and b, are functions 
solely of the degree refinement of G (i.e., they do not depend on G any more 
or less than they do on G’)! In proof, we first note that for each i, there is 
some rationalf;: which depends only on R such that n, =f,n,,. If riO # 0, then 
h = rOi/riO * In general, fr = n:FO’ (rk,kr+,/rkr+lkr), where 0 = k,, ki,..., 
kl,!-, , khi = i is a sequence of numbers such that rkrkl+, # 0 for 0 Q I< hi. 
(Since G is connected, such a sequence of numbers always exists.) We can 
now conclude by observing that b, = aJrij, a, = s/n, = n,a&, = a,/!,, and 
finally that 
a0 = U/no) l~~Cmij) = U/no) $ytnirij) 
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For each i and j, 0 < i, j < t, and for each type i node v E V(G), pick a 
linear ordering on the rij type i + j edges with tail v in G. Given a type i + j 
edge e with tail v in G, let g(v, e) be the position of e in the ordering of type 
i+ j edges with tail v. For convenience, we define g(v, e) so that 
0 < g(v, e) < Tij. Similarly, pick linear orders and define a corresponding 
function g’ on the nodes and edges of G’. 
We are now ready to define the directed version of the covering graph H. 
V(H)= ((i,v,v’,p)IO<i<t,visatypeinodeinG, 
v’ is a type inode in G’ and 0 <p < ai} 
E(H) = ((i, j, e, e’, q) 10 Q i, j < t, e is a type i -+ j edge in 
G, e’ is a type i + j edge in G’ and 0 < q < b,}. 
The incidence relation for H is as follows: 
(i, v, v’,p) is the tail of (k, j, e, e’, q) if and only if i = k, v is the tail of e 
in G, v’ is the tail of e’ in G’, 
and g(v, e) - g’(v’, e’) zp mod rij, 
(i, v, v’,p) is the head of (j, k, e, e’, q) if and only if i = k, v is the head of 
e in G, v’ is the head of e’ in G’, 
and g(u, er) - g’(u’, err) E p mod ‘ij * 
Notice that each edge (i, j, e, e’, q) of H has a uniquely defined tail since 
there is precisely one value of p such that 0 < p < ai = ri,bii and q = [p/r,], 
where 0 < q < b,, and p EE g(v, e) - g’(u’, e’) mod ri,. The unique value of p 
is simply p = qrij + x, where x is the unique integer such that 0 < x < rij and 
x G g(u, e) - g’(v’, e’) mod ru. It is readily verified from the definition that 
(i, v, v’, p) is the head of (j, k, e, e’, q) if and only if it is the tail of 
(j, k, e, e’, q)’ = (k, j, e’, e”,q) and thus every edge of H has a uniquely 
defined head. That the edge reverse function is well defined on H follows 
immediately from the observation that b, = bj,. Thus H is a well-defined 
digraph where all the edges occur in oppositely directed pairs. 
We first verify that H covers G. Define y: H + G by y: (i, U, v’,p) + u and 
y: (j, k, e, e’, q) + e. Clearly, y is node, edge, and incidence preserving as well 
as onto. It remains to show that y is locally one-to-one. Given any node 
(i, v, v’,p) of H and any type i + j edge e with tail v in G, there is precisely 
one edge (i, j, e, e’, q) which has tail (i, v, u’,p) in H. This fact follows 
directly from the incidence relation for H. In particular, q = [p/rij] and e’ is 
the unique type i-+ j edge in G’ which has tail u’ for which g(v’, e’) = 
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g(U, e) - p mod Ti,. Since y: (i,j, e, e’, q)’ = r(j, i, er, err, q) + e’, it is clear 
that y preserves the edge reverse function and thus that y is locally one-to- 
one when viewed as a map on the undirected version of H onto the 
undirected version of G. Thus by identifying each edge with its reverse in H, 
we can construct a cover of G. A very similar argument shows that H covers 
G’, thus completing the proof. Note that H need not be connected but that 
each connected component of H is a finite cover of G and G’. 1 
As an aide in the understanding of the construction we have included a 
pictorial description of the incidence relation for H in Fig. 3. For simplicity, 
only the tail portion of each edge is drawn in the illustration. Further, it is 
assumed that the type i+ j edges have been labeled so that g(v, ek) = 
g’(u’, e;) = k for 0 < k < rii. Note that the subscripts of the type (i, j,...) 
edges are to be evaluated mod rij. 
other 
edges 
A typical type i node of G 
type i+j 
edges 
A typical type i node of G' 
A typlcal type (i,...) node of H 
FIGURE 3 
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4. REMARKS 
It is interesting to note that the construction just described differs substan- 
tially from that found by Angluin and Gardiner [2] for the case of regular 
graphs. For example, if G and G’ are two r-regular graphs with n(n’) nodes 
and m(m’) edges, respectively, then t = 1, R = (r), s = 2m, a, = 2mln = r, 
and b, = 1. This means that the cover constructed by our procedure has mn’ 
nodes whereas the cover constructed by [2] has nn’, 2nn’, or 4nn’ nodes 
according to if both of G, G’ are bipartite, just one of G, G’ is bipartite, or 
neither of G, G’ is bipartite. 
For general graphs, the cover constructed by our procedure will have 
c;:; qn,n; = c;:; sn, - (s/n) nn’ nodes, where s/n is dependent solely on !
the degree refinement. In many cases the cover produced will actually consist 
of several disconnected covers, each with a smaller number of nodes than the 
original. We do not know how to find smaller common coverings in general, 
however. 
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